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Abstract. Distributional thesauri play a big role in current approaches to
natural language applications. There are many ways how to build them
and there is no clear way how to compare them which one is better. There
are data sets for thesaurus quality evaluation for several languages, the
ones for Czech are hard to use for several reasons. This paper proposes a
new data set for Czech which is easy to use in different environments.
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Introduction

A thesaurus lists words with similar meaning for any given word. There is a
long history of algorithms for automatic generation of distributional thesauri
based on co-occurrence of words in a very large text. These algorithms find
words occurring in same or similar contexts. That could include synonyms,
antonyms (as one can expect in a human-created thesaurus) but also words from
the same class (like animals) or hypernyms and hyponyms. With the availability
of huge text collections, these data sets have good coverage of words and provide
important information about words in a language. That is the reason they are
successfully used in many natural language applications.
To compare which algorithm and/or settings of building a thesaurus is better
there are methods for evaluating thesauri from the very beginning of building
automatic thesauri in 1965 [7]. Thesaurus evaluation is discussed in more details
in the next section.
The Sketch Engine (SkE) [4] is a corpus management system with several
unique features. One of the most important feature (which also gave the name
to the whole system) is a word sketch. It is a one page overview of grammatical
and collocational behavior of a given word. It is an extension of the general
collocation concept used in corpus linguistics in that they group collocations
according to particular grammatical relation (e.g. subject, object, modifier etc.).
The system is language independent and this paper will deal with Czech corpora
and data generated by the system from them.
An example of word sketch for noun král (king) on CzTenTen12 [10] is in
Figure 1. The Sketch Engine provides also a thesaurus. It is based on word
sketches, similarity of two words is computed as the intersection of collocations
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in respective grammatical relations of both words. An example of the thesaurus
result for noun král is in Figure 2. More details about the algorithms behind the
thesaurus computation can be find in [9].

Fig. 1: Word Sketch of word král (king) on CzTenTen12 corpus.

Fig. 2: Sketch Engine Thesaurus for word král (king) on CzTenTen12 corpus.
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Thesaurus Evaluation

The first methods of evaluating thesaurus quality was based on gold standards –
data prepared by several annotators. They contain a list of word pairs together
with a numeric or quality assignment of their similarity. There are several
problems with such data:
– some gold standards do not distinguish between similarity and relatedness
(money – bank: score 8.5 out of 10 in WordSim353 data set [3])
– some gold standards do not provide any measure of similarity [6]
– usually, inter annotator agreement within human annotators is low.
Examples of different lists of similar words are discussed in [8].
The high attention to thesauri usage came from recent systems for computing
vector representation of words [5], [1]. They bring a new methods of evaluating
such representations. The most popular is the task of analogy queries. Each
query is in form "A is to B as C is to D", where D is hidden and the system must
guess it. The description of several variants of the task and the application of
the task for the Sketch Engine thesaurus is in [8].
The biggest problem of this task is under-specification of a query. In many
cases, humans are able to answer a question correctly because they know the
query type. For example in the query "Germany" is to "Berlin" as "France" is to
"?", the right answer is "Paris" because the query is in the set Capitals. But Berlin
could be the biggest city or the city where the respective president was born or
anything else. These queries are also sensitive to the size of the training texts,
they contains quite rare name entities. The evaluation therefore focuses on not
so important parts of a language.
The most reliable evaluation seems to be so called outlier detection, proposed
in [2]. The query in this evaluation set contains a list of words and the task is to
find an outlier of that list, the word which is the least "similar" to the other words
in the list. The outlier is computed from a thesaurus as a word for which the rest
of the given list of words is the most compact. The compactness is defined as the
sum (or average) of similarities of all word pairs in a cluster.

3

Evaluating Outlier Detection

The paper introducing this evaluation contains the whole data set. The outlier
detection queries are defined in a form of two sets:
– positive set of 8 words forming a well understood cluster,
– negative set of 8 words with outliers.
It is possible to create 8 different queries from each such set pair. One word from
the negative set and the whole positive set defines one such query. The article
[2] contains 8 pairs of word sets. That mean it is possible to generate 8 × 8 = 64
individual queries.
The evaluation of a thesaurus computes two numbers:
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– Accuracy – the percentage of successfully answered queries,
– Outlier Position Percentage (OPP) Score – average percentage of the right
answer (Outlier Position) in the list of possible clusters ordered by their
compactness.
Outlier Position (OP) is a number from 0 to the number of words in the
query (9 in the original data set). 0 means the worst guess, the maximum means
the right answer. Therefore OPP 100 % indicates all hits which means 100 %
accuracy.
OOP provides more fine grained evaluation than accuracy. For incorrect
answers it differentiates the position of the right answer in the ordered list.
There are several problems with the original data set for evaluating Czech
thesauri. The crucial one is that it contains only English words. That is the
main reason we have created our new data set. The second problem is that the
evaluation uses the exact word forms in the queries. That is usually not a big
problem for English because thesaurus is usually compiled for word forms. Also
words in the queries are in the basic form in almost all cases. In Czech there is
some times no obvious basic form. For example, many systems use masculine
form of adjectives as basing form. But it is not intuitive if the most common
collocation is in a different gender. The second problem is that many words are
ambiguous, there are several different lemmata, in some cases even in different
part of speech.
We have solved this problem by modification of the evaluation script. The
original procedure computes the compactness of all possible clusters. In our
modification there is a preparation phase for each cluster where we find the best
matching lemma (or lemma + part of speech, depending on the thesauri) for
each word in the query.
The last problem creates multiword units in the queries. These are handled
for thesauri using word vectors as the sum of individual words of the multiword.
This technique cannot be used for a Sketch Engine thesaurus. The new feature for
computing thesaurus for multiword units is in development, we have skipped
the queries containing multiwords in the evaluation of for this paper.

4

The New Data Set

To use outlier detection on Czech corpora we have prepared a new data set
of outlier detection lists of Czech words. During the creation of the data, two
annotators compiled 48 clusters of words in four different languages. Then they
translated each cluster to other languages. The result contains each cluster in
five languages: Czech, Slovak, English, German, French. We have found many
errors (typos, bad translations) in the data, this paper deals with the Czech part
only.
An example of the clusters from the new data set is listed in table 1. It shows
two clusters in both Czech and English variant. The first cluster contains words
which are not in basing form as adjectives (they use feminine gender) or they
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are ambiguous (nouns or adjectives). In the second cluster (Electronics) one can
see an example of multiword unit (mp3 player).

Table 1: Example of two data set clusters – Colors and Electronics
Colors
Czech
English
červená
red
modrá
blue
zelená
green
žlutá
yellow
fialová
purple
růžová
pink
oranžová
orange
hnědá
brown
dřevěná
wooden
skleněná
glass
temná
dark
zářivá
bright
pruhovaný striped
puntíkovaný dotted
smutná
sad
nízká
low

5

Electronics
Czech
English
televize
television
reproduktor
speaker
notebook
laptop
tablet
tablet
mp3 přehrávač mp3 player
mobil
phone
rádio
radio
playstation
playstation
blok
notebook
sešit
workbook
kniha
book
CD
CD
energie
energy
světlo
light
papír
paper
ráno
morning

Evaluation

We made the evaluation on three Czech corpora: Czes2 (460 million tokens),
czTenTen12 (5 billion tokens) [10], csTenTen17 (12 billion tokens) [11].
We have selected only clusters without multiword units, 9 clusters, these form
72 queries. The results are summarized in Table 2. The czTenTen12 corpus was
evaluated with Sketch Engine thesaurus and also with word vectors compiled
by FastText. We have also included prebuild model from Common Crawl.

Table 2: Evaluation of Czech thesauri on 72 queries of the new data set
Czes2
czTenTen12
csTenTen17
czTenTen12 (fasttext)
cc.cs

OOP Accuracy
92.2
70.8
93.4
79.2
94.3
81.9
97.7
87.5
98.1
95.8
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Conclusions

The outlier detection is probably the best task for evaluating distributional
thesauri. This paper describes the new data set of Czech outlier detection
lists. We have used this data set on several Czech corpora and we think that
this evaluation is suitable for developing new methods and/or optimizing
parameters of computing distributional thesauri. We will add more languages
to the next version of the new data set.
The comparison of Sketch Engine thesaurus and words vectors generated by
FastText shows that FastText provides better results.
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